Introduction
Algorithms in computational geometry often use the real-RAM model of computation. This model assumes that exact real numbers can be stored in memory and retreived in constant time, and that field operations (+, -, *, /) and certain other operations, square root, sine, and cosine for instance, are exact, and can be applied in constant time.
These assumptions are often difficult to discharge at implementation time. Figure  2 . The following is a brief description of the non-obvious steps.
Step 5 is based on the sum ofsines identity sin(a+fl) =sincrcos/3+cos crsin/3 and the fact that for small k, sink = k. The jobof
Step 4 then is to find a small k related to 68 that ensures convergence and has Q(k) rational so that
Step 5always yields a rational number. This it does. 
Thus the problem is reduced to a search for t,but the search has a very specific goal. We can solve the Thus we cannot use Figure  5 directly, but we can use it for insight into Euclid's algorithm in Figure  3 , Consider maximal sequences of adjacent iterations of the loop in Figure  5 where the "if" condition tests true (resp. jake). Call these T (resp, F') sequences. 
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